Maps! They’re becoming incapable in this 21st century of ours, from the very large-scale maps on a cell phone showing you where a restaurant is to the very small-scale maps of the world charting the latest news. Maps of weather, political units, airline routes, the flow of oil, the latest battles in the latest war, the latest battles in the latest war, languages, soils, topography, bus routes – the subjects are endless. Never before in human history have so many maps been consulted by so many people for so many purposes.

What’s going on?

The nation-state, that’s what’s going on. Above all else this map ferment reflects the high-tide of the state – of the nation-state – as a political formation. As we know them today, maps and nation-states emerged together from their complicated antecedents during the early modern period, and did so more or less simultaneously around the globe, no earlier, for example, in England than in Japan. These new states differed from earlier political formations by being territorial above all else. This differentiated them from kingdoms, for instance, which revolved around the person of a monarch and grew or shrunk with his or her personal fortunes.

As territories first and last, the state’s boundaries were no longer incidental matters at a distance from a ruler’s seat, but formative of the state, and the setting of boundaries made mapping an activity essential to the state. Once mapped, the bounded territory could be seen to have a distinctive, indeed a charismatic shape, a shape that gave the state a body. This geo-body, endlessly reproduced by the state and its patriots, soon enough became iconic, totemic. Soon enough this geo-body became a logo, an emblem: painted on the sides of official vehicles, turned into a badge worn by state workers. Soon enough it turned into... the state itself. The frequent depictions of Bharat Mata merged with or emerging from the map of India suggests one way that this can work.

But the state has things to do with maps other than establishing borders and giving itself a geo-body. Once convinced of the map’s utility the state exploits it in an ever-growing range of tasks. Boundaries are nothing if not defended and mapping is immediately incorporated into national defence at every level. Among other things, defence requires soldiers. The necessity of knowing where these might come from, together with the need to tax its inhabitants, leads the state to map its interior; and as the state, so its
Landscape mapping of routes, sea lanes over the world commerce led to a growth in the new subjects for mapping. Growth in every turn of history's wheel opened lives of its citizens everywhere. Statehood, at ever larger scales. The map, as a tool of statehood, has penetrated deeply into the lives of its citizens everywhere.

Every turn of history's wheel opened new subjects for mapping. Growth in world commerce led to a growth in the mapping of routes, sea lanes over the water, made over the land. Travel and trade spread diseases and people began to map them in order to understand them. With industrialization came trains, and so did sewerage. And provision of water called for maps, and so did sewerage. The control processes differ in many ways. Maps used in the early stages will probably be made of scientists of one stripe or another: climatologists, topographers, pedologists, geologists, and the like. As scientific inscriptions these maps will bear all the signs of a concern with objectivity, accuracy, precision, certainty. These maps will be dressed in lab coats or professional suits: style will tend to recede (producing an inescapable objectifying restraint on the other, tugged and pulled at the map's form, as today). The two tendencies, toward inescapable, even provocative. In the concluding stage the maps will move toward, neither objectivity nor certainty, but ... finality. As legal documents the construction drawings will be concerned above all else with precision.

This variation in form reflects, even as it contributes to, an even greater range in the world of maps at large. Popularized in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by print houses and free-lance artists, maps have always had the freedom of expressive form associated with the arts. Early printed maps are highly decorative and brilliantly coloured. As sciences evolved to take a growing interest in the spatial distribution of things, and increasingly differentiated themselves from other human arts by their objectifying character, scientific maps grew less and less decorative to become the just-the-facts-m'am graphics we know them as today. The two tendencies, toward expression on the one hand and toward an objectifying restraint on the other, tugged and pulled at the map's form, even as technical innovations in production and manufacture stirred in their own sources of change. Furthermore, new phenomena demanded new forms for their effective display (subway maps...
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Maps achieve their astounding utility by framing arguments about the world in a way that encourages viewers to imagine that the arguments are the world. So many people have seen so many maps of India for so long that, overlooking a few “minor” border squabbles (Kashmir) and aspirant states (Mithila), people pretty much take the idea of the nation-state of India for granted, as though it had the same claim to existential substance as air. It doesn’t, of course, and as currently construed India is just over half a century old, barely a long-breath in the subcontinent’s long history. The contemporary nation-state of India is an argument about how the people living there should organize themselves, and the map of India casts that argument into a graphic form so persuasive that people take it as an unalterable fact, with or without Bharat Mata.

The power of all maps is of a similar kind: the arguments they make are construed as facts, even when the map is of the future. This is characteristic of all the maps that predict electoral outcomes, next year’s crop yields, or the path of the typhoon heading toward land, but it’s also characteristic of plans and other proposals. Viewers of these maps treat them as though the mapmakers had traveled into the future, and come back with a map of it.

The power of maps, especially in the hands of powerful agencies and governments, makes victims of us all. Maps help to produce and to reproduce the status quo, and most maps work against changes that would challenge the way things are. But do they have to?

No, of course not. Maps are a kind of graphic talk about the shape of the world and as such maps can reveal the world we live in – in ways it has never been revealed before. The map’s ability to frame persuasive arguments arises from its profound selectivity – no map shows anything but this or that aspect, none tackles the whole fullness of it – and from the way it reduces what it selects to a handful of lines and colours.

The quest is to select different things to map, and to render them graphic in ways no one’s tried before. With new maps we could begin to revision our world, and imagine an alternative way into the future. Anyone can make a map – we should all be making them – and we should be setting up our maps in opposition to the maps we’re receiving, to the maps we’re receiving daily. Only then will we be able to unleash the power of the maps to truly human ends.

The power of maps: as great as we make it!